
Use of Cookware

HL-460NEG

All types of stainless steel, enamel, iron,
ceramic and copper pans can be used.

Avoid dragging pans on the glass surface 
to prevent scratches. Always lift up the
pan.

Never use tin foil or plastic containers. 
It may melt and fuse permanently with
the glass surface.

Aluminum pan are not recommended as
they may stain the surface, unless they
have stainless steel encapsulated.

Should not heat up without a pan on top.
The base of the pan should be flat and dry.
Pans that have been used on gas cookers 
normally are not completely flat and poor
in heat absorbing.

Make sure that the diameter of the pan is
similar or larger to heating zone diameters.

Stainless steel

Aluminium

Plastic

Aluminium
Disclaimer:  
The company in publishing and printing of this manual has done its best to ensure 
that all informations and its contents are correct, if there are errors or omissions, we 
shall not be held responsible. In addition, with respect to any technical improvement 
of the product, the information will be given in the revised edition of the manual. 

Product Specifications

 Model Rated Voltage Rated Power Temperature

HL-460NEG         220-240V~50/60Hz             4600W (Left: 2300W+Right: 2300W)  620 C

VEES Delicooker

Troubleshooting

The faults

The Delicooker not 
heated, the display 

Circuit breaker trips 
when power is on. 

Power light flashes, 

Inspection and management

Whether the power is turned on?
Whether the plug is inserted properly?
Whether the socket is damaged?
Whether all the burners are having the same problem?

Whether the use of power exceeds the power rating?

For cooking at high power for a long period, the Delicooker 
will start its automatic protection device to avoid overheating 
of internal components. When the light stops flashing, the 
user can continue to use it. 



Operation and Use

ON/OFF

Power

Cooking Zone Setting

Residual Heat Indicator

* Auto shut-o�
  After 30 minutes of being idle, Auto shut-o� takes its e�ect.
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The pilot lamp will flickering when the power is on and the Delicooker is on when the button is pressed 
(at this time, function selection pilot lamp will flickering and is on standby). It shuts down when the 
button is pressed again.

Which shows that the surface area is still hot. Therefore do not touch the surface area when the 
indicator light is ON.

To adjust power level from 1 to 9.

Locking System
The lock system is to prevent incorrect operation.

2 Timer
This function can be used as time schedule for cooking ( 5 minutes - 480 minutes ).

TimerLock Power ON/OFF Hi

1.  Select cooking zone area within 1 minute.

2.  Lightly touching the     or     control key on the range area. The monitor will    
 display the digit(s).

 Note: If selection is not made within 1 minute, the appliance will   
  automatically return to standby status.

3.  Lightly touch      or      control key.

 By lightly touching the      , Level 4 working status will be set.
 By lightly touching the      , Level 9 working status will be set. 

4.  If the cooking zone is consisting of 2 di�erent power stovesets, it works in   
 1000W automatically, lightly touch “Hi“ the cooking zone will turn to 2200W.
 Lightly touch “Hi” again the cooking zone will back to 1000W.

Once the area to be used is selected, choose the power level.
(For example: Level 7)

Operation Steps

Power

Power

H i

Touch the switch of the heating zone area to turned o� until the number ”0” is
displayed. Lightly touch the ON/OFF to switch o� the cooktop at any time.

Turning O� the Heating Zone

ON/OFF

1.  Lightly touch      or      control key. The indicator flashes “0” minutes. 

 By lightly touching the      4 times, time setting will be 40 minutes.

 If the user want to change the heating time, just lightly touch     or     , until   
 you choose the time needed.

1.  Lightly touch the control key for more than 2 seconds.

2.  A “Beep” sound will be heard.

The symbol pilot lamp will ON (located above the control key) indicating the .3
 locking system is activated.

 Note:  All control key cannot be used while in the locked status. However the  
  ON/OFF switch will function.

Lightly touch the control key for more than 2 seconds again and the “Beep”   
sound will be heard. The symbol pilot lamp will OFF and the locking system   
has been turned o�.

2.  Heating time over.
 While heard for “BB” buzzers, showing the “00” minute, the cooking zone   
 will shut o� automatically and the function is cancelled.

How to start the Time-setting Function  (For example: Set 40 minutes timing)

How to start the Locking System

How to unlock the system

Timer

Lock

710mm

430mm

55mm

30mm

450mm

Depth of Pan 90mm

730mm

90mm

Model
Heating Zone Diameter 
Surface Dimension
Cut out Dimension
Bottom Dimension

: HL-460NEG
: 200mm, 200mm
: 730mm x 450mm
: 710mm x 430mm
: 695mm x 410mm

10mm
Balanced 
Seal

695mm

410mm


